We say that V is cobordism generated, or C-generated, if the following property holds:
(
CG) The elements Z(M), with 3M = E, generate V(E).
We say an invariant ( ) is multiplicative, if the following property holds:
(m) <M1UM2) = (M1)042) and (8) = 1.
We say an invariant ( ) is involutive, if the following property holds:
(i)
(-M)=(M).
The relationship between quantization functors and invariants is contained in the following result.
1.1. PROPOSITION. Zf V is a quantization fun&or on the cobordism category C, then the association M H (M) is a multiplicative and involutive invariant. Conversely, given a multiplicative and involutive invariant on the set of closed bordisms of C, there is a unique cobordism generated quantization functor on C extending it.
The proof of this result is straightforward from the definitions and will be left to the reader. It uses the universal construction described below.
The Universal Construction. Denote by Y(X) the k-module freely generated by the set of all morphisms M from 8 to X (i.e. such that aM = X). Given an invariant ( ), the formula
(M,M')z = (Muz (-M')) extends to a hermitian sesquilinear form (,)z on Y(C). Then V(C) is the quotient of Y(E)
by the radical? of the form ( , )z, which descends to a nondegenerate form, still denoted by We say the quantization functor is involutive, if property (I) below holds, and multiplicative, if property (M) below holds.
(I) The map V( -X) + V(C)* is an isomorphism. (M) The map V(C,) @ V(E,) -+ V(XI u C,) is an isomorphism.
We also consider the following finiteness property. Note that the formula forfx(Z,,(M)) is valid only if M is a manifold with pI -structure equipped with a banded link, and not a linear combination of banded links.
A decomposition formula for even p
In the last section of this paper, we define a natural action of a Heisenberg type group I(X) on the module I&,(C). Let us denote the banded link contained in a surface X by I (of course, 1 may be empty). Then the group T(E) is a central extension of Hi(I: -I; Z/2) by Z/4. Its action nontrivially decomposes V,,(C) into subspaces, and we have the following theorem.
THEOREM. (i) Zfp is odd, then the natural action ofT(C) on Vz,(E)factors through an action on V;(X).
(ii) If p E 2 mod4, the natural action of T(C) decomposes V,,(C) into a direct sum of subspaces V&,(X:, h), canonically associated to mod 2 cohomology classes h on E -1.
(iii) If p = 0 mod4, the natural action of T(C) decomposes V&,(C) into a direct sum of subspaces Vz,(C, q), canonically associated to spin structures q on E -1.
In fact, the modules V2r(X, h) and V',(E, q) fit into a refined TQFT associated to manifolds equipped with mod 2 cohomology classes or spin structures (see [ll] ). (ii) Moreover, every cobordism generated quantization functor, over an integral domain, satisfying the Kaufman bracket relations and the surgery axioms, is obtained from one of the Vr, by a change of coeficients.
Kaufman bracket relations
Definition. Let M be a compact 3-dimensional manifold and let 1 be a banded link in aM. Let k be a commutative ring containing an invertible element A. Set Conoention. In the figures in this paper, we use the convention that any line is to represent a band parallel to the plane, with orientation compatible with that of the plane.
(In the figure above, the first equation means that a link, which locally (in a ball) is given by the left-hand side, may be replaced by the linear combination given (locally) by the right-hand side. The second equation means that a link having an unknotted component, lying in a disk disjoint from the rest of the link, may be removed at the cost of the factor 6 = -A2 -A-2.)
Note. The universal coefficient ring for Jones-Kauffman modules is k = Z[A, A -'1, the ring of Laurent polynomials in the indeterminate A.
Notation. Assume that M as above is equipped with a pl-structure. Denote by dp (M, 1) the k-module freely generated by the set of (isotopy classes of) banded links L in M, meeting X in 1.
Dejnition. Let V denote a quantization functor on the category C$. We say that V satisfies the Kauffman bracket relations (for an element A E k) if for all M, the linear map 1) may depend on the pl-structure on M (see 1.8 below).
_Y(M, 1) + V(X, I), L H Z(M, L), factors through K(M, 1).

Note. The induced map K(M, 1) -+ V(C,
Surgery axioms
Let V denote a quantization functor on the category C,"l. We say that V s&&es the surgery axioms provided (SO), (Sl) and (S2) below are satisfied.
Let S3 denote the 3-sphere equipped with a standard pl-structure, i.e. one extending to
D4. (SO) (S3 ) is invertible in k.
Assume So x D3 and D' x S3 are equipped with their product orientations (and some fixed pr-structure, which is the restriction of a pi-structure on D' x D3), so that ~(S"xD3)=,(D1xS2)=SoxS2.
(Sl) (Index one surgery) There is an element n E k, such that Z(S" x D3) = nZ(D' x S2) in V(S" x S').
Assume S ' x D2 and D2 x S 1 are equipped with their product orientations (and some fixed pl-structure, which is the restriction of a pl-structure on D2 x D'), so that a
( -(S' x 0')) = a(D2 x S') = S' x S'. (S2) (Index two surgery) The element Z(D2 x S ') in V(S' x S') lies in the submodule generated by banded links in the solid torus -(S ' x D 2).
Remark. In the above, surgery means surgery in the category of manifolds with plstructure. However, for index 1 or 2 surgery, this essentially makes no difference (see Appendix B).
Remark. Since S 3 is obtained from S3 u S3 by index one surgery, we have (S3 uS3) = q(S3). By (SO) and (m), it follows that (S3) = ?j+.
Let S2 x S1 denote S2 x S ' equipped with a pi -structure with a-invariant zero (see Appendix B). Applying (Sl) to the above, we find (S2xS') = 1.
Remark. The surgery axioms can be expressed in terms of the invariant ( ) on closed 3-manifolds (equipped with p1 -structures and banded links) as follows. We assume axioms (CG) and (m).
1. Using (CG), we see that axiom (Sl) is equivalent to the following: if M' is obtained from M by index one surgery, then (M) = rl<M').
2. Axiom (S2) is equivalent to the existence of a linear combination o = xi AiLi of banded links in the solid torus -(S' x 0') such that the following holds. Let 4: -(S' x D2) + M be an embedding corresponding to a framed knot K c M (disjoint from the given banded link in M). Let M' be the result of index two surgery along K (equipped with the same banded link as M). Then where Mi is the manifold M with 4(Li) adjoined to the banded link in M. 1.8 . Dependence on the pl-structure. If the quantization functor V satisfies the surgery axioms, then the associated invariant ( ) depends affinely on the pl-structure in the following sense. There is a Z-valued homotopy invariant, CJ(CI), of pi -structures c( on closed 3-manifolds (see Appendix B). Let S: denotes the 3-sphere with a pi-structure with a-invariant 1. Axioms (m), (SO), (Sl) imply that taking connected sum with S: (which increases a(a) by 1) multiplies the invariant by cc) K=-=tp&).
<s3>
It follows that if Ml and M2 differ only by their pl-structures, c1i and c(~, then 042) = ,&z) -+,)(M1).
If Ml and M2 are as above, but have boundary E, an analogous formula holds for the elements Z(Mi) E V(X). As for the module V(E), it is independent of the pi-structure up to a noncanonical isomorphism.?
Remark. If K: # 1, one says that the quantization functor V has aframing anomaly. This is the case for the functors VP (except for some low values of p). The uniqueness part of Theorem 1.7 shows that a quantization functor satisfying the surgery axioms and the Kauffman relations must generally have a framing anomaly.
The surgery axioms serve to reduce the universal construction (Proposition 1.1) to a more manageable setting. We need the following lemma.
TIndeed, since any two pl-structures on Z are homotopic, the identity cobordism, equipped with some pl-structure, induces an isomorphism between the modules associated to different pi-structures. Note, however, that the isomorphism, induced by a nontrivial self-homotopy of a pI-structure, induces the multiplication by a power of K. This shows that (in general) only the projectiuization of V(Z) is canonical. After connecting up the components of MO by index 1 surgeries, the proof proceeds by attaching standard handlebodies to the components of X to obtain closed manifolds, and then using the Kirby moues to show that such manifolds are attainable by index 2 surgery on the complement of a standard collection of embedded handlebodies in the 3-sphere.
Using this lemma (and the fact that one may change the pl-structure up to homotopy by connected sum with a 3-sphere, with appropriate pl-structure), one easily obtains the following proposition. Remark. This result is a key property of a quantization functor satisfying the surgery axioms, since it says that the module V(X) can be computed using banded links in any two connected 3-manifolds, M and M' with boundary X. If V satisfies also the Kauffman bracket relations, then one may replace Z'(M,l) by K(M,l) in 1.9.
For example, if X is connected, we may take for M and M' two handlebodies H, H', such that S3 = H uI: -H'. Assume X is equipped with the empty link. Then the module V(C) is the quotient of the module K(H) by JY, where Jf denotes the left kernel of the pairing K(H) x K(H') + k given by 1.9. If the skein variable A is a primitive 2pth root of unity for some p 2 1, in an integral domain k, then the quantization functor V is VP (up to change of coefficients), and it follows from the Main Theorem 1.4 that K(H)/&" = V(C) is free of finite rank (given in 1.16 below). (A different proof of the finite-dimensionality of K(H)/N at 4rth roots of unity has been given by Lickorish [24] . In the case where X has genus one, this result goes back to [22,23, lo] .)
I.D. The splitting theorem and the introduction of colors
In the remainder of this section we will discuss certain aspects of the proof of the Main Theorem 1.4. In doing so, we will also discuss general methods involving the decomposition of a TQFT, which may be of use when studying TQFT in other contexts.
The proof of the finiteness and tensor product axioms rely heavily on certain properties of the Jones-Wenzl idempotents in the Temperley-Lieb algebra. (See Section 3 for a discussion of these notions.) In the algebra we develop to decompose the quantization functors VP, these idempotents play a central role. Geometrically, this involves splitting surfaces along curves and 3-manifolds along surfaces. Algebraically, this leads naturally to the notion of an algebroid.
We choose to use the terminology algebroid instead of k-linear category, because we wish to stress the analogy with a1gebras.t In particular, we shall use the notions of 1ef and right modules over an algebroid, tensor product of modules over an algebroid, and Morita equivalence of algebroids. (These notions are defined in Appendix A.)
As a particular example of our methods, consider the multiplicative axiom (M). The map V(E1) 0 I%) + I% LIE 1 2 is an isomorphism if and only if V(Xi uXZ) is generated by split objects MI u MS. Reducing a given bordism M, with 8M = X1 u X2, to a split object, involves first splitting M along a surface, say C, reducing the genus of X via surgery (this uses axiom (S2)) to obtain a sphere, which may have bands running through it, reducing the number of bands to zero (this is where the idempotents play a role, and where the p even and odd theories differ) and finally using axiom (Sl) to obtain the splitting.
This reduction process can be expressed algebraically as a Morita equivalence. Let A(@) be the algebroid whose objects are the objects of the category C,"' (i.e. closed surfaces equipped with pi-structures and banded links), and whose set of morphisms from Z to Z' is the module V( -Z u C'). Then one has an isomorphism (this is a special case of the general splitting theorem 1.12 below)
where V(C, )_ (resp. _ V(Xc,)) is considered as a right (resp. left) module over the algebroid A(0). Here, if a denotes an object C of A(@, then V(X1)a (resp. .I'(&)) denotes the module T/(X1 UC) (resp. V(--CM&)). (Note that one has I'(&)0 = V(Xi) and 0I/(&) = V(C,).)
Now since tensor products of modules are preserved under Morita equivalence (see Appendix A) axiom (M) is seen to be a consequence of the following property:
(ME) The algebroid A(0) is Morita equivalent to k.
(Here k denotes the k-algebroid consisting of one object and whose morphism set is k.) Using this algebraic language, we have that the multiplicativity property claimed in the Main Theorem 1.4 is a consequence of the following.
1.10. THEOREM. Axiom (ME) holds for the Vp theory on the category Cl', fp 2 4 is even, and on the category Cl' (even), ifp 2 3.
The above result is a particular case of a more general result concerning splitting surfaces along curves. We now describe this in more detail.
Gluing along objects with boundary
In the following, we will assume the objects and bordisms of the cobordism category can be split along subobjects. (This holds for the category C,"' (C;' (even)) studied in this paper.) This means that one has a more general gluing operation, where now one can glue bordisms along pieces of their boundary, such that the pieces themselves are allowed to have boundary. The objects with boundary will be viewed as cobordisms between subobjects, and we assume they can be glued together in the usual way. For example, an object of the cobordism category will be viewed as a cobordism from the empty subobject to itself.
Associated algebroids and bimodules
In what follows, we will study a cobordism generated quantization functor V, such that the objects and bordisms of the category can be split along subobjects. To a subobject I we associate a category A(I) as follows. The objects of A(I) are the cobordisms from I to 0. For example, in the case of C,"', the subobject I is closed l-manifold (with pi-structure), and an object of the category A(I) is a surface (with pi-structure and a banded link) with boundary -I. If a = C, and b = C2 are two objects of A(I), the set of morphisms from a to b, denoted by .A(lY),, is by definition the module V( -Xi ur C,).
Suppose that X is an object with boundary, such that 8Z = -I, MI,, and let a = C1 (resp. b = X2) be an object of A(r,) (resp. A&)). We set One has the following easy consequence of the universal construction of 1.1. The following result is an almost formal consequence of the definitions. In what follows, we will work with the quantization functor V, on the category Csl associated to the invariant ( )P of Theorem 1.3. The algebroid of a closed l-manifold I' with pl-structure will be denoted by A,(I).
We say that an algebroid A is completely reduced, if the set of morphisms between an object and itself is a free module of rank 1, and the set of morphisms between different objects is the zero module.
Our study of the V, theories boils down to the following. Note that if I = 8, then 1.13 says that axiom (ME) holds, if p 2 4 is even, and the cobordism category is C,"l. Axiom (ME) also holds if p 2 3 is odd, and the cobordism category is Cg' (even), because the even part, A:(I), is the algebroid associated to the quantization functor V, restricted to the cobordism category C,"' (even). Hence, in these two cases, the quantization functor V, satisfies the tensor product axiom (M).
However, if p 2 3 is odd and the cobordism category is C;', then 1.13 says that axiom (ME) fails to hold. In fact, the tensor product axiom (M) also fails to hold. Here is an example. Let X be the 2-sphere equipped with a banded link with p -2 components. Since p -2 is odd, Vp( -X) and V,(X) are zero. But V,( -C u Xc) x k, is nonzero (see 3.9).
Remark. The objects of the completely reduced algebroids correspond, in the VP theory, to Jones-Wenzl idempotents, and the above theorem is a reformulation of certain of their properties. We think that the above theorem should generalize to other theories based on other specializations of the 2-variable Jones-Conway (HOMFLY) polynomial and the 2-variable Kau@an polynomial, using appropriate Jones-Wenzl idempotents.
Morita reduction of the splitting theorem
Let us now apply the Morita reduction theorem to the splitting theorem. A Morita equivalence between algebroids A and A is a functor, from A-modules to A-modules, which is an equivalence of categories (see Appendix A). Thus, if a& = -I, u I, the Morita equivalence of 1.13, applied to the algebroids A,(T, ) and A,(I), sends the bimodule _ V,(& )_ to a bimodule _ <(Xi)_ over the "Morita-reduced" algebroids. Similarly, if a& = -I u I,, we have a bimodule _I@,)_. Again, since tensor products are preserved by Morita equivalence, for p 2 3 the splitting theorem gives natural isomorphisms (Here, i (resp. j, k) are objects of the completely reduced algebroids associated to I, (resp. I, I,), and the right hand side is precisely the tensor product of the modules i f$&)_ and _<(ZZ)k over the completely reduced algebroid associated to I.)
Colored links
The above form of the splitting theorem (valid for p 2 3) leads naturally to the notion of colored links, where the colors are the finitely many objects of the completely reduced algebroid of S '.
Let 1 c Z be a banded link. Let I0 be a sublink. By a coloring c of lo, we mean the assignment of a number. between 0 and n -1 (resp. 2n -l), if p = 2n + 2 is even (resp. p = 2n + 1 is odd), to the components of lo. Given such a coloring, we will define a module V,(X, 1, c) c V,(X, I,), where 1, denotes the link obtained from 1 by replacing each component of I,, by the number of parallel copies assigned by the coloring. (One may as well color all uncolored components with the color 1, and remove all components with the color 0, since this yields the same link 1, and the same module V,(C, I, c).) These submodules are defined by projectors obtained from the Jones-Wenzl idempotents, and we will show that these projectors are orthogonal. Moreover, the induced forms on these modules remain unimodular.
The reason for introducing colored links is that they allow us to state the Moritareduced version of the splitting theorem without explicitly mentioning the Morita equivalence. Indeed, if 8X = -I, u I, we have an isomorphism where the left hand side is the module obtained by Morita reduction, the right hand side is the &-module associated to the closed surface iXj obtained as follows. We "cap OR" the boundary circles of Z by gluing in standard disks, containing standard colored banded links, whose colors are indicated by i and j.
Let I be a simple closed curve on the surface disjoint from the (colored) link in C. Consider the result of doing surgery on I, i.e. cutting E along I and gluing in standard disks along the boundary curves. Suppose each disk contains a standard l-component banded link. We denote by iX(I)j the surface (containing the original link) obtained by coloring one of the new components with the color i and the other with the color j.
1.14. COLORED SPLITTING THEOREM. Let r c C be as above. The natural gluing map induces an orthogonal decomposition where the sum is over all colors i given below. Moreover, the sesquilinearform on each factor is the form induced on that factor, multiplied by the invertible scalar (S3)P(i). Using the above result, one can decompose E into elementary cobordisms. The unraveling of the VP theories is thus completed once we have established the following result. 
Proofofthe
Main Theorem 1.4. By 1.10 (which is a special case of 1.13), Axiom (ME) is satisfied and hence Axiom (M) holds. Using 1.14 repeatedly, we obtain a finite orthogonal decomposition of V(C) into pieces, which by 1.15 are free of rank 1, and on which the induced form is unimodular. Hence, V(C) is free of finite rank, and the form (, )z is unimodular. (iv) In 4.11 and 4.14, we shall describe a basis of V,(X) in terms of colorings of certain trivalent graphs (compare [21] ). We shall also give a formula which allows one to compute the signature of the hermitian form ( ,)I: on V,(C), in the case where coefficients are extended from k, to C.
Remark. We also give a "Verlinde formula" (see 7.16), for the ranks of the modules associated to surfaces with spin structure (in the case where the link is empty). For example, in the case of the &-theory, the modules Vs(Cs, q) of Theorem 1.6(iii) have rank one, if the spin structure q has Arf invariant zero, and rank zero otherwise. In particular, rank( Vs(C,)) = 2g-1(2g + 1) is the number of spin structures on Xg with Arf invariant zero.
Remark. These theorems, taken together, show that the modules V,(X) form part of a modularfunctor, in the sense of Segal. In fact, a decomposition of X into pairs of pants, together with the colored splitting theorem, yields a decomposition of the module V,(X) as a direct sum of tensor products of elementary modules. Other authors (e.g. [21, 28, 12] ) use such a decomposition as the d&&ion of the T/-modules. In such an approach, the difficulty is to show that the modules are well defined, i.e. independent of the particular decomposition of C.
1.17.
Remark. In the Witten-Reshetikhin-Turaev theory, one decorates (or colors) the links with representations. In their language, our colors correspond to irreducible representations of SU (2) . Note that if p is odd, the multiplicativity axiom of TQFT only holds when restricted to the category C,"' (euen). This means that in this case, for a TQFT, we must restrict to even colors, which correspond to the representations which lift to SO (3) . In this sense, we think we have constructed Witten's theory for SU(2) (p 2 4 even) and SO(3) (p 2 3 odd).
THE INVARIANTS ( )p
The universal ring k,. We will denote by k, (p 2 1) the following ring:
where cp&A) is the 2pth (reduced) cyclotomic polynomial in the indeterminate A, where d=pforp~(1,3,4,6},d=1forp~{1,3,4},d=2forp=6,andwhereu=A~6~P~P~1~'2 for p $ { 1,2), u = 1 for p = 1, and u = A for p = 2. Thus, A is a primitive 2pth root of unity. Note that IC is determined by the choice of A up to multiplication by a 6th root of unity. The ring k, has an involution defined by sending A to A-' and IC to IC-'.
DefinerlEkpbyvl=lc3,ifp=1,andq=(1-A)IC3/2,ifp=2,and,ifp23,
where [7] ).) Using g(p, l)g(p, 1) = P and dp, 1) = A p(p-1"2g(p, l), one checks that q is invertible in k,, and q = rj. The inuariant Op. Let M be a connected oriented 3-dimensional closed manifold, and let K be a banded link in M. We recall the definition of the invariant O,(M, K) [10, 9] . Recall that M is orientation-preserving diffeomorphic to a manifold S3(L) obtained from S3 by surgery on a framed link L c S3. Moreover, up to isotopy, we may as well suppose that the 
Dejnition of ( ),
In this and subsequent sections, an oriented manifold, of dimension less than or equal to three with p1 -structure and banded link, will simply be called a man$old with structure. (A manifold with structure of dimension less than or equal to one has no link.) Note that the boundary of a manifold with structure is again a manifold with structure. [10, 9] .
Notation. The quantization functor corresponding to the invariant (M), will be denoted by V,. The sesquilinear forms ( , )E on the modules V,(C) will simply be denoted by We claim that Z&D2 x S1) E l$(S' x S') is the same as the image of the element o, of K( -S' x 0'). Indeed, using ( * ), one has Since the form ( , )p is nondegenerate, it follows that axiom (S2) is satisfied. Let us now show (Sl). It is sufficient to show index one surgery on M multiplies the invariant by q-l. Performing a p,-surgery of index one on M means either replacing two components of M by their connected sum, or replacing a component Mi by Mi#(S' x S'). Since the invariant 19~ is multiplicative under connected sums, it is clear that in the first case, the invariant ( )I, picks up a factor v] -l as claimed. In the second case, it gets multiplied by r$p(S2 xS'). By (*) and (**), we have 0,(S2 x S') = qe2, hence the invariant ( )p is multiplied by q -l in this case also.
Proof of 1.7 (ii). Suppose we are given a cobordism generated quantization functor V over an integral domain k, satisfying the surgery axioms and the Kauffman relations for an element A E k. As in l.C, observe rl = (S3), and define K = q-'(S:).
Recall that the surgery axioms imply affine dependance on the pl-structure (see 1.8) . By the uniqueness result of [10, 9] , axiom (S2) together with the Kauffman relations imply that the skein variable A E k is a primitive 2pth root of unity for some p. Moreover, B&M, K) lies in a subring Ai c k, (defined in [lo, p. 697]), and there is a ring homomorphism f: 14; + k (satisfyingf(A) = A) and a ;1 E k such that if M is connected then
It also follows from [lo] that for o, the linear combination of banded links implementing (S2), we may take 0 = nn P'
(In fact, the uniqueness result of [ 10, 9] needs the hypothesis that ((S 3, U,(o))) be invertible for E = f 1. But this follows from lc3' = q-' ((S 3, U,(o))). To see this equality, perform p,-surgery on S3 along U, and note that the result is the 3-sphere with a pl-structure with a-invariant 3~)
, it follows from the formula for (U&,))
given in [lo] that ICY = u, where u is as in the definition of k,. Next, recall that S2 x S ' can be obtained from S3 both by index one surgery and by index two surgery (on U,, the unknot with framing zero.) Using formula (**) above, this implies that q is related to the skein variable A as in the definition of k,, and that A = 'I. Finally, since the number called d in the definition of k, is invertible in AL, it has to be invertible in k also. This shows that f extends to a ring homomorphism f: k, + k satisfyingf(lc) = rc, and one has (M ) = f( (M ),) for all connected M. By multiplicativity, this formula extends to nonconnetted M. Since the quantization functor V is determined by the invariant ( ), this completes the proof of the uniqueness part of Theorem 1.7. Our goal in this section is to prove the Morita Reduction Theorem 1.13.
Notation. For n I 0, let I, be a standard banded link with n components in the standard disk D 2 (with boundary S', and a standard pl-structure), and let a, = (-D2, -In) be the corresponding object in A,(S').t The product oTb 0 J + .T, is given by the standard product of tangles: one puts the tangle u over the tangle u and one gets a new tangle uu.
Remark. An (m, n)-tangle is represented by a diagram in the square I x I with m standard points in the top edge and n standard points in the bottom edge. For n 2 0, the algebra "T, is the classical Temperley-Lieb algebra, as considered by Lickorish [22, 23] .
The sesquilinearform ( , ) . Let T be the Temperley-Lieb algebroid with coefficients in k. There is a sequilinear form (, ) defined on ,,,Tn as follows. Let u and v be represented by diagrams U and V. Let r be the image of V by a reflection along a vertical axis. Then (u, u) is the Kauffman bracket of the diagram obtained by connecting U and V with m + n extra strands without crossing. Figure 2 gives an example.
The form (, ) is hermitian and satisfies where u and u are elements of iTj, u' and o' are elements of i,T~, and where the symbol x is the juxtaposition map from iTj @ i,T~ to i+i,Tj+j,.
The Jones-Wenzl idempotents. The module ,T, has a standard basis given by diagrams without crossings and closed loops. There is a standard augmentation character E : ,,T, + k, whose value is 1 on the identity element and 0 on the other basis elements. Note that E is a ring homomorphism. If k is good enough, for instance, if k is a field and A is not a root of unity, the algebra ,T, is semisimple, and the character E is represented by an augmentation idempotent fn, i.e. for all x E .T,
These idempotents were first discovered by Jones [14] . There is a recursive formula for these idempotents, due to Wenzl [39] (see also [22] ): for all n 2 0, where 1, denotes the identity of qTq, e is the unique (2,2)-tangle distinct from l2 without any crossing (e = El)), and [n] = (A2" -Ae2")/(A2 -K2).
3.1. Iff. exists (with coefficients in k), then it is easily established by induction that (fn, 1,) = (-l)"[n + 11. It follows that for ail u E ,T,, one has Ku> = (-1)"Cn + 1144. Since the invariant ( )p satisfies the Kauffman bracket relations, we have an obvious morphism @:T+A,(S'), %,~:,JY,~A,(S'),/ By 1.9, the map (I$,,, is surjective for all m, n 2 0. Moreover, we have that
where ( , )p is the canonical sesquilinear form on Ilp,(S1)a. = V,( -a, u a,). By 3.2, we have the idempotentsfi, 0 I i < q in T. For simplicity of notation, we will continue to denote byfi the image m(h) E (IiA,(S1)ai of the idempotent fi E i7;. For 0 I i I q, let ef E K(S2 x S ' ) be the "closure" ofA', i.e. the element obtained from h' by identifying both copies of Si.
PROPOSITION. (i) The idempotent f, is zero in a,Ag(S1)a,. (ii) ((S2 x S1,ef))p = 1, if either i = 0, or if p is odd and i = p -2, and ( (S2 x S ', ef)),, = 0 otherwise.
Proof: (i) Since
Hence ( f4, u)~ = 0, for all u E apAp(S '),,. Since the form ( , )p is nondegenerate, the result follows.
The proof of (ii) is deferred to 5.9.
Notation. Let r be a nonempty closed l-manifold with structure, with m components r I, . . . , r,. For each component l-j, choose an annulus (with pl-structure) with boundary -rj u S '. Then for each multi-index i = (i 1, . . . , i,), with all ij 2 0, the objects Ui, of Ap(S '), defined above, induce (glue the annuli to the disks) an object ai = ai in A,,(r).? The object ai is the disjoint union of m disks (with boundaries --I-,, . . . , -r,), equipped with standard banded links with i 1, . . . , i, components. Moreover, if iI, . . . , i, < q, the elements A,, . . . 4. ' d m uce an idempotent, denoted by Ei, in the algebra niAp(T)ai. Let A;(r) be the full subcategory of A,(r) generated by the set of objects C, where the number of components of the link in E is congruent to E mod 2. The algebroid A,(r) is the disjoint union of AZ(r) and A:(r).
The following result says that these algebroids are all finitely generated.
THEOREM. (i) If p is even, then the algebroid AJ0)
is generated as a two-sided ideal by the identity element lg of the empty surface. If p is odd, then the algebroid A:(0) is generated as a two-sided ideal by the element 10, and A;(0) is generated as a two-sided ideal by the idempotent fd-2 E sp-2Ap(0)sp_2. Moreover, if p is odd, then for any m-tuple k = (k,, . . . , k,) E (0, l}", such that 1 kj E ~mod2, the algebroid A;(I) is generated as a two-sided ideal by the idempotents Ei, where i = (iI, . . . , i,) satisfies 0 I ij < q and ij c kj mod 2 for all j.
The proof uses the following general lemma.
3.5. LEMMA. Let r be a closed 1-mani$old with structure, and let Z be any nonempty surface with pl-structure and boundary r. Let I be a collection of banded links in E, such that each banded link 1 c E is isotopic to a member of I. For i E I, denote by 'Cli the corresponding object of A(I). Then A(I) is generated, as a two-sided ideal, by the identity elements l,{.
Remark. (i) Let Cr, . . . , Z,,, be the components of E. Then the hypothesis means that for all nl, . . . ,n, 2 0, I contains a banded link having precisely nj components in Ej.
(ii) Let A'(I) be the algebroid defined by setting Obj(A'(I)) = I, Vi, j E I: iA'(IY)j = aiA(I),j
In view of the theorem in Appendix A, the lemma implies that the algebroids A(I) and A'(I) are Morita equivalent.
Proof of 3.5. Let 01 = C' and fl= C" be two objects of A(I). The surface with plstructure -E' u C bounds a connected 3-manifold with pr-structure M and -X u Z" bounds a connected 3-dimensional manifold with pr-structure M'. Since E is nonempty, the manifold W = M uz M' is connected, and by 1.9, every element of V( -X' vi-E") is represented by a linear combination of banded links in W. Such a banded link L will meet C in a certain banded link 1, which we may isotope to a banded link in the set 1. Hence, every element of .A(I'), is a linear combination of elements of the form Al,>p. This proves the lemma. 0
Proof of Theorem 3.4. We first give the proof of the first part of (ii) in case l7 is S' (cf.
[23]). Let li be the identity element of n,AP(S1)(Ii. Since D2 is nonempty, we know by Lemma 3.5 that A,(S') is generated as a two-sided ideal by the set { li: i 2 O}. Note that lo = f0 and 1 1 = fi . Next, for 2 I i < q, the element li -A is a linear combination of tangles of the form uu, where u is an (i, i -2)-tangle and u an (i -2, i)-tangle, and for i 2 q, the same statement holds for li -f, x li-4. But f, x li_q is zero for i 2 q. (Indeed,& is zero by 3.3(i), and the proof generalizes: for i 2 q and w E aiAp(S1)a,, there is a w' E a,Ai,(S1)o, such that (f, x li--q, w) = (f,, w') = 0. Hence& x li-q is zero.) By induction on i, it follows that all 1; lie in the two-sided ideal generated by fO, . . . ,f,_ 1. This proves the case where I = S r. We now prove (ii). By Lemma 3.5, we know that A,(I) is generated as a two-sided ideal by the identities of the objects ai (with all ij 2 0). Hence, the first part of the result follows from the case I = S '.
In case p is odd, we improve this as follows. By the above, we know that A;(r) is generated by the idempotents ai where i = (il , . . . , i,) satisfies 0 I ij < q and C ij E E mod 2. We claim that it is sufficient to prove the theorem in the case m = 2. Indeed, let us define the defect of Ei to be one-half the number of indices j such that ij f kjmod 2. We must show that all ai lie in the ideal generated by those with defect zero. But the result in the case m = 2 implies that for all d > 0, the idempotents with defect d lie in the ideal generated by those with defect d -1, and the theorem follows by induction on the defect.
Thus assume m = 2, and consider an idempotent e(i,,i,) such that il f kz and i2 f kz. This is an element of q,,,g,,AJQ,il ,>). We think of aci,,i,) as the disjoint union&, uh,, because it is represented by the disjoint union of two tubes D2 x I, one of which is equipped withf;, , and the other withf;:*. Now ((S' x S ', eh _ 2))P = 1 by 3.3(ii), hence +l,i2) is also represented, by the disjoint union of the above two tubes with S2 x S' equipped with eh_,. We now cut this into two parts, such that the first half is an element of This shows that s(ii,i2) lies in the two-sided ideal generated by the identity li, u li,u 1i_2fl lb_2 (where li_2 is the identity of s~_~). But we may view li,u lb_2 as lying in *,(I,) (v = 1,2). Applying the first part of part (ii), we see that li,u lb_2 lies in the ideal generated by thefj, and since p -2 is odd, we only need thefj, such thatj -k, mod 2. Thus, we have shown that qi,,i,) lies in the ideal generated by the s(j,,jl), withj, E k,mod 2. This completes the proof of (ii).
We now give the proof of(i). It follows from Lemma 3.5 and (ii) that A,(0) is generated as a two-sided ideal by fd, . . . ,f;-1. Note thatfd lies in the ideal generated by le. We claim that f;' = 0, unless p is even and i = 0, or unless p is odd and either i = 0 or i = p -2. Indeed, for all u E ,iA,(0),, = I$( -si u si), we have <fi'tu)p = <A', l,a)ps(u) = ((S2 x S',ef)),Gu).
Since ( , )p is nondegenerate, the claim follows from proposition 3.3(ii). This shows (i). Proof It is a general fact that whenever an algebroid A is generated by a set of idempotents Ei, then it is Morita-equivalent to the algebroid A defined as above. This fact is proven in Appendix A. Thus, the theorem follows directly from 3.4.
A k-algebroid A is called completely reduced if iAi = k, for all objects i of A, and iAj = 0, for all i # j.
The following result completes the proof of Theorem 1.13. By 3.7 and the computation of 8,(O), the tensor product axiom (M) holds (over the category C,"l (even) if p is odd). Let i and j be objects. The object ai is the disjoint union of objects ai,, . . . , ain in A,(I, ), . . . , A& I,), and aj is the disjoint union of ajl, . . . , ajm. Applying the tensor product axiom (if p is odd, we may assume that the objects i and j have the same parity, in which case, by assumption, the parity of ik and j, are the same, so that -aii u aj, has an even link), we have
The theorem now follows from the case where I = S'. 0 3.9. Remark. We have shown that the tensor product axiom (M) holds, if p 2 4 is even and the cobordism category is C,"', or if p 2 3 is odd and the cobordism category is C,"' (euen). Here is an example showing that it does not hold if p 2 3 is odd and the cobordism category is C,"'.
Let I: be the 2-sphere equipped with a banded link with p -2 components. Since p -2 is odd, I$( -C) and V,(X) are zero. We claim that V,( -2 u X) x k,. This can be seen as follows. Note that X is the object s~_~ of A,@). We have shown that the idempotentfd-, is the generator of sI_IAp(0)sI_I which by definition is I$( -Z u C). Hence V,( -X u Z) z k, as claimed.
COLORED STRUCTURES
In this section, we prove the Colored Splitting Theorem 1.14, and Theorem 1.15. Taken together, these theorems allow one to totally decompose the VP theory into its elementary building blocks.
Convention. In this section, we again suppose p 2 3. All colors are assumed <q, where q=n,ifp=2n+2,andq=2n,ifp=2n+l.
We begin by enlarging the category of manifolds with structure and we extend the invariants ( )p to this larger setting. This will make it possible for us to interpret the module si ai l$( C)aj sj as the I$-module of a colored object. It will also make it possible for us to describe an explicit basis of the modules V,.
4.1. Notation and definitions. Let P denote the pair of pants surface, i.e. P is a compact connected surface of genus 0 with three boundary components, i.e. aP = S 1 JJ S 1 u S l. (There is no banded link in P.) A triple i = (iI, iZ, ia) of colors is said to be an admissible triple if il + i2 + i3 is even and I iI -i2 I I i3 I iI + i2 (the triangle inequality) is satisfied. If  i = (iI, i2, i3) is an admissible triple, let ui denote the element of az;:, + i2 + i, fi, xf;:, xf;:, COT,+i2+ia~ depicted in Fig. 3. (In Fig. 3 , the numbers a, b,y of connecting strands are determined by i1 = p + y,
We may also view Ui as an element of K(B, -(li, u Ii, u li,)), where B is the 3-ball with boundary decomposed as 8B = P u -(D2 u D2 u D2). Let us denote by o<(P)~ the submodule @V,(P),, Ei C Vr(P U Ui, U CZiz U ais).
The induced element (where the colors are ~4) in Eli will again be denoted by ui. Since the AV are augmentation idempotents, it is clear that o<(P)i is generated by Ui. Set 
COROLLARY. An admissible triple i = (iI, i2,i3) has the property that (ui,ui)r is nonzero in k, if and only if iI + i2 + i3 < 2q. Moreover, if (ui, ui)r is nonzero, then it is invertible.
Proof. This follows from the previous lemma, since in k,, we have that Since the form ( ,)P is nondegenerate, we thus have the following.
THEOREM. Let P be a pair of pants surface. Let i = (iI, i2, i3) be an admissible triple of colors (assumed < q). Then the module 0 Vr(P)i is free of rank one, generated by ui, whenever i is p-admissible. Otherwise, tic(
= 0. 
DEFINITION.
A banded 3-valent graph in a 3-manifold M is a graph G, contained in an oriented surface SC c M, such that (i) G meets aM transversally in the set of vertices of G of degree 1.
(ii) every vertex of G contained in the interior of M is of degree 2 or 3.
(iii) the surface SC is a regular neighborhood of G in SC, and SC n 8M is a regular neighborhood of G n aM in SC n aM. (Note that SC n aM is a banded link in aM. ) The set of vertices of G of degree 1 is called the boundary of G and denoted by aG. An admissible coloring cr of G is a function from the set of edges of G to the set of colors such that the colors of the edges meeting at each 2-valent vertex coincide, and the colors of the edges meeting at each 3-valent vertex form an admissible triple (see 4.1).
A colored graph is a banded 3-valent graph with an admissible coloring.
Note. In this paper, we will consider colored graphs only through their expansions (see below). However, one could also have built the theory directly out of colored graphs using colored Kaufman relations (see [26] for a derivation of these relations). 
A 3-manifold with colored structure M = (M, a, G, a) is a 3-manifold M equipped with a p1 -structure a and a colored graph (G, a).
The cobordism category C;:bc. The boundary of a 3-dimensional manifold with colored structure is a surface with colored structure. As in the case of manifolds with structure, one can cut and paste colored manifolds. We denote by Cftbc the cobordism category of surfaces with colored structure such that the colors satisfy 0 I i < q.
Remark. A manifold with structure is a particular case of a manifold with colored structure, by making the color everywhere equal to one. Conversely, colored structures may be "expanded", in the following way.
4.7.
Dejinition. The expansion of a colored link (1, c) in a surface Z is the link 1, which is obtained from 1 by replacing each component by as many parallel copies as indicated by the color of that component. If Z denotes the manifold with structure and c is a coloring of its link, we will denote by EC the manifold with structure obtained by expanding its link.
The expansion of a colored graph (G, 0.) in M is the element of K (M, I,) , where 1 c aM is the link SC n aM, defined as follows.
Choose a homeomorphism from a regular neighborhood N of G in M to SC x I such that SC is sent to SC x {i). Consider first the case where G is a Y-shaped graph with exactly one trivalent vertex and three boundary vertices. Then we may identify SC x I (hence N) in a standard way with the 3-ball B = D3, whose boundary is decomposed as aB = P u -(0' u D* u D*), and we define the expansion of G, with edges colored by iI, i2, i3, to be the linear combination of banded tangles in N corresponding to the element U(i,,i2,i3) E K(R -(li, U li2 U li,)). (Think of a(i,,i,,i,) as "drawn" on the surface SC.) The expansion of an Z-shaped graph with just one edge colored by i and two boundary vertices is defined in a similar way, so as to correspond to fi E K(D* x I, -li x 0 u Ii x l), and the expansion of an O-shaped graph with just one edge colored by i and one 2-valent vertex is defined so as to correspond to the "closure" offi in K(D' x S'). Now any banded trivalent graph G in M is covered by a union of Y-, I-, and O-shaped pieces, and since the f;: are idempotents, the above (well-)defines an element of K(M, l,), for every admissible coloring of G.
Remark. In the above, we have used the fact that thefi are left fixed by the orientation preserving homeomorphism of 0' x I which reverses the orientation of both factors. Let M = (M, a, G, 0) be a closed 3-manifold with colored structure.
Dejinition.
Assume the colors are <q. We define (M )p to be the ( ),-invariant of (M, a) equipped with the expansion of (G, 0).
The extended invariant ( )p on manifolds with colored structure is a multiplicative and involutive invariant on the set of closed bordisms of the cobordism category C&'. Hence it determines, by Proposition 1.1, a cobordism generated quantization functor on Citbc. Since the invariant of a closed S-manifold with colored structure is the same as that of its expansion, the associated module V;(X) for a surface with structure (considered as a surface with colored structure) is the same as the module V,(z). Hence, the superscript c is superfluous and will be omitted in what follows. Again we will write the associated hermitian form, ( , )z, simply as ( , )p.
Every 3-dimensional manifold M with colored structure induces an element Z,(M) E V,(dM).
For each l-manifold with structure F, there is an algebroid A;(F) whose objects are surfaces with colored structure and boundary F, and to each cobordism with colored strucure C from I', to F, there is a Ai x A;(&)-bimodule -V,(X)_.
Remark. Let C = (X, 1, i) be a closed surface with colored structure, where i = (iI, iz, . . . )
are the colors of the components of 1. Let X,, be the expansion of X:, i.e. the surface with structure obtained by replacing, for all j, the jth component of I by ij parallel copies. Then V,(X) is canonically isomorphic to a submodule of I$(&).
There is a colored trivalent graph (Fig. 4) in the manifold D2 x I which is a cobordism from D2 with a standard l-component banded link, colored with the color ii, to its expansion, i.e. ij parallel copies of this link, and whose expansion is the element A,. Embedding a copy of this graph in X x I, for each component of I, one obtains a colored graph G and hence a (colored) cobordism W from C to its expansion Xc, whose expansion ci is an idempotent. This ai induces a projector Zei (considered as a homomorphism of V,(C,)). Note that the reflection (in the I factor) of this graph yields a graph G' and hence a cobordism IV', whose expansion is also the idempotent &i. It is easy to check that the induced map Zw, is a surjection, the induced map Z w is a section and the composite 
mapping .Zw, u w is the projector ZEi onto the module si I$(&) (since the expansion of these graphs is si). Thus, the map Zw provides an isomorphism from V,(X) onto the submodule si I$(&).
Notation. Let I be a l-manifold with structure. For every coloring i = (iI, . . . , i,) of the components of I, we define an object bi = b,(I) of A;(I) to be the object act,.,. ,i) of A,(I) (i.e. each component of I bounds a disk with a l-component banded link) and whose link is labelled with the coloring i. If I = 8, we set be = 8, and, if p is odd, we let be, be the 2-sphere equipped with a l-component banded link colored by p -2.
Note that the expansion of bi is the surface Ui, defined in Section 3.
PROPOSITION. The algebroid A;(I) is Morita-equivalent to the completely reduced algebroid 2\,,(r).
Proof Using 3.7 and the graphs G and G', one sees that A;(I) is generated as a two-sided ideal by the identities of the objects b,(I), where i runs through the objects of $(I). The result now follows from 3. Now suppose that I does not separate Xc. We proceed as follows. Let I' be a parallel copy of I in X. Then I and I' cut E into two surfaces, X(r) and I x I. We may consider C(T) as a cobordism from 8 to I lJ -I, and E x I as a cobordism from I u -I to 8. The splitting theorem for I u -I yields the decomposition V,(C) = @ W(rki, j,) 0 V,h, j,(r X 1)) Kj) where the sum is over all colorings (i, j) , if p is even, and over all even colorings, if p is odd.
(We have applied 3.7 and 3.8, where in Definition 3.6, the 2-tuple k is taken to be (0, O).) Now Vp(ci,j,(I x I)) is isomorphic to iA(r)j which is zero if i # j, and isomorphic to the ground ring k, if i = j. But it is clear that &P(Qi,iJ = %WM.
(On the left hand side, C(I) is considered as a cobordism from 8 to I IJ -I, whereas on the right hand side, E(r) is considered as a cobordism from r to I.)
This establishes the decomposition.
To prove the remainder of the theorem, consider elements u E I$(iZ(r)i), u E V,( jZ(I)r). Let u (resp. v) be represented by a manifold M (resp. N). The image u' of u (resp. u' of u) in V,(Z) is represented by the manifold M' (resp. N') obtained from M (resp. N) by identifying two disks each containing a l-component link colored by i (resp. j). The product (u', u')~ of the images is the ( ),-invariant of the manifold with colored structure M'uz -N'. This manifold contains the surface with colored structure S2(i,j), which is the union of the two disks each with a l-component banded link colored by i, resp. i. Since, by 1.15, I$(S'(i, j)) = 0 if i #j, it follows that the product (u', u')~ is zero. Thus, the decomposition is orthogonal. Here, we denote by a(v) the (set of) color(s) of the edge(s) meeting at the vertex v. (The  notation (i ) and (iI, i2, i3 ) were defined in 4.1. A 2-valent vertex has only one color.)
Proof: This follows from 1.14 by cutting and pasting. The formula for (u,,, u,)~ follows from the following four facts:
It is true for the Y-, I -, and O-shaped graphs (see 4.7). It is multiplicative for disjoint unions. By 1.14, it is preserved if we identify two 1-valent vertices to obtain a 2-valent vertex. Finally, if two different edges meet at a 2-valent vertex, then we can suppress the by identifying the two edges, and the formula remains valid. cl 4.12. Remark on signatures. Using the formula given in 4.11, one can compute the signature of the form ( , )p, in the case where coefficients are extended from k, to C. While the dimension of V,(X) clearly depends only on E and p, the signature of ( , )p also depends on the given homomorphism k, + C. Actually, it depends only on C, the sign of (S3), = r] and the root of unity A2 E C.
If ): is a torus S1 x S1 without link, the rank of V,(E) is equal to n = [(p -1)/2], and the form ( , )p is positive definite. But, if E is a surface of genus 2 without link, the signature of the form ( , )p takes, for p = 5, the values + 5, &-3, depending on the sign of q and the sign of the real part of A2. In the general case, we proceed as follows.
Denote by H the regular neighborhood of the graph G, with aH = X. Let B = Br u a** u B, c H be a separating surface such that each Bi is a 2-disk meeting transversally an edge ai of G, and such that aBi = Bi n X is a l-manifold 6 c E -1. Set vi = 1, if the edge ai is contained in the chain y, and vi = 0, otherwise. Set & = vr + ... + v, E Z/2. We apply the Splitting Theorem 1.16 to cut ): along r = l-r u ... u r,. For parity reasons, the tensor product is only over the subalgebroid A;"(r). But this algebroid is Morita-equivalent to the completely reduced algebroid A;(r) (where the m-tuple k of Definition 3.6 is chosen to be k = (vl, . . . , v,)). The theorem now follows by induction. 
THE VERLINDE FORMULA
We again suppose p 2 3, and we set q = n, if p = 2n + 2, and q = 2n, if p = 2n + 1. Moreover, its rank is the trace of the morphism H,(Zx(r)).
Notation.
In the remainder of this section, we abbreviate the module V,(S' x S') by I$. Recall from 4.10 that Vp has a basis {ei}, where the colors i are <q, if p is even, and are even and <q, if p is odd. Let P> (resp. P<) be the pair of pants surface considered as a cobordism from S' u S' to S ' (resp. from S ' to S ' u S ' ). The surface P< us1 L1 so P>, is a cobordism from S ' to S ' of genus one, which will be denoted simply by P4 u P>.
The "multiplication map" Zs 1 x p, : Vp 0 V, + VP will simply be denoted by 
Note. The element ei is represented in K(D2 x S ') by the closure of the idempotent fi, provided the latter exists. (This follows by induction from Wenzl's formula.) Thus, the notation is consistent: the image of ei in the module VP is the previously defined ei (see 4.10 and the remark following it.)
In the module VP, the element QP of [lo] can be written
Here n = [(p -1)/2] is the rank of the module I$ The notation (x), for x E K(D2 x S'), means (U,(x)), where U. is the framed unknot with zero framing in S3, and U,(x) denotes the result of putting a copy of x in a neighborhood of U,. We have (ei) = (-l)i [i + 11. Let t be the self-map of K(D2 x S') induced by one positive twist, and let c be the result of adding a meridinal band. In [lo], the ei were constructed as an eigenbasis of K(D2 x S') for both t and c, with eigenvalues pi = (-1)'A" + 2i under t, and li = -(AZif2 + A-2i-2) under c. There is a bilinear form, denoted by (, ) in [lo], on K(D2 x S'), given by
where H(x, y) means the Hopf link (with each component framed with zero framing), where, the first component is replaced by x, and the second component is replaced by y. One has (c(u), o) = (u, zv) for all U, u E K(D2 x S '). Since ( , ) induces a nondegenerate bilinear form on VP [lo], it follows that the self-map of V, given by multiplication by el = z has eigenvalues lo, . . ., A,_ 1.
Here is an eigenbasis for this self-map. Set Vj = ~~~~, (ej,ei)ei. Then (using zej=ej+; +ej-i and ei+zp=ei), we have 
Proofof3.3(ii).
We have ((S' x S',eb)), = 1 since eA is represented by the empty link. We can obtain S2 x S ' by surgery on the framed unknot in S 3 with framing zero. If r = k + 2, this is precisely Thaddeus' formula for the dimension of a certain vector space, denoted by &(E,) in [32] , arising from Thaddeus ' "twisted version" of the SU(2) Wess Zumino Witten model at level k.
A TENSOR PRODUCT FORMULA FOR ODD p
In this section we assume p 2 1 is odd, and we study the relationship between the Vp and the V2p theories. In particular, we give the proof of Theorem 1.5. We also study the V, theories for p = 1 and p = 2.
Convention. For the rest of this section, the coefficient ring will be k2p. Modules over k2 and k, will be considered as modules over klp using the ring homomorphisms i, and jp, defined below.
The following is easily verified. 6.3. Clearly, the invariant ( ); is multiplicative and involutive, and hence, by 1.1, for every surface C with structure, we have a kz-module V;(z) (with V;(C) @k, ke z 6(C)). Moreover, the same holds for surfaces with colored structure, where a color is an element of (0, l}. The basis elements of Vs(X) given by admissible colorings of a certain graph G by 0 or 1 (see 4.11) are represented by manifolds with structure, and it is easy to see that they also give a basis of Vi(X). If Eg,Zn is a surface of genus g equipped with a link having 2n components, then rank Vi@:,,,,) = 2g.
Indeed, an admissible coloring of G (with colors in (0, 11) with value one on I = JG can be identified with a cellular l-chain y E Ci (G; Z/2) with 13y = CVsl u E Ca(G; Z/2), and the set of such 1 -chains is affinely isomorphic to Hi (G; Z/2), which has 2g elements.
The proof of Theorem 1.5 uses the following lemma whose proof is elementary.
6.4. LEMMA. Let *Y-, W be free modules equipped with hermitian sesquilinearforms ( , )v, ( , )w, and let f: V -W be a form-preserving linear map. Let (V, ( , )") be the quotient of Y by the radical of ( ,)y.. Suppose that ( ,)w is nondegenerate.
Suppose either that f is surjective, or that V and W are free of jinite rank and ( , )" is unimodular and furthermore that rank(W) I rank(V).
Then f induces an isometry (V, (, )") 5 ( W, ( , )w).
Proof of Theorem 1.5. We apply the lemma to V = V&(X, I), the kz,-module freely generated by the set of manifolds with structure M with i3M = (Z, I), so that V = V&,(X, 1). We set W = V;(E:, 1) 0 V,(X, l), and define f by f (M) = Z;(M) @ Z,(M). The form on W is nonsingular, and f is form-preserving by 6.2.
In case p = 1, we will show that f is surjective, so that the first part of the lemma applies. In case p 2 3, we will show that rank(W) = rank(V). Since ( , )" is unimodular, the second part of the lemma applies, and the theorem follows in that case as well.
The case p 2 3. By 4.11, a basis Bzp (resp. 99;) of I& (X1 1) (resp. Vi@, 1)) is given by the 2p-admissible colorings with colors <p -1 (resp. with colors in (0, l}) of a certain banded trivalent graph. The map r~ t-+ y(o) (see 4.13) is a surjection WzP + a;, and by 4.14, each fiber of this map corresponds to a basis of V,(C,l). This implies as required. rank( V,,(C, 1)) = rank( Vi@:, l))rank(V, (C, 1)) The case p = 1. We need the following lemma. Proof of 1.5 in the case p = 1. We must show that the mapf:Yz(X) + V;(C) 0 h(C) is surjective. We distinguish 3 cases. Suppose C is a surface of genus g with empty link. Then VI(X) has rank one, and we can choose a generating set of structured manifolds Mi for V;(E) such that Zi (Mi) is invertible. (For example, the basis described in 6.3 will do.) Then the Mi also generate Vi(C) @ VI(E).
Similarly, if (X:, 1) is a surface of genus 0 with link 1 (with an even number, say 2n, of components), then V;(E, I) has rank one, and we can choose manifolds Mj (with Z;(Mj) invertible) which generate VI (E, I) and hence Vi(C, 1) @ VI@, 1). (For example, the basis elements of VI (2, 1) corresponding, as in 6.6, to the standard basis of the Temperley-Lieb module 0T2n, will do. To see that Z; of such an element is invertible, one may take its double, which is S3 with a bunch of unlinked and unknotted circular bands, and the ( );-invariant of that double is invertible. We will see that the group F(Z) acts on V,,(Z). For this, we need a description of F(C) in terms of banded links. Note that d+ (C) is again a monoid. (We will soon see that it is, in fact, a group isomorphic to the Heisenberg group H(Z).) Let 6(C) be the quotient of a'(X) by the relations u4 = 1 and u"E = u"E', if E and E' are framed links with the same underlying banded link (i.e. E and E' are the same up to changing some of the orientations of the cores of the bands). a(X) is again a monoid (which will turn out to be isomorphic to F(C)). Proofi It is easy to see that @ is well defined and surjective. Next, assume @(u"E) = @(u"'E'). Applying the first relation, we may assume E, E' are embedded in E, and (hence) n = n'. Since E, E' are embedded, and represent the same class in H1(C;Z), they are cobordant in X x I, and we can go from one to the other by a sequence of surgeries. Thus, one verifies that E, E' represent the same object in b+ (z). Hence, @induces an isomorphism b+(E) 2 H(X). We leave it to the reader to show that CD also induces an isomorphism b(X) 5 I-(C).
Consider a surface with structure X = (C, 1), or surface with colored structure LX = (X, 1, i). Assume p 2 2. Here is how I-(X -1) acts on I&,(C). Set b = (-1)Pe,_2. If E is a banded link in (C -1) x I, set
M(E)=(CxI,lxIuE(b))
where E(b) is E with all components cabled by b. This is a linear combination of cobordisms with structure from C to itself, and it induces an endomorphism q(E) = ZMcE) of I&l(C). If E is a framed link, we define q(E) as above, forgetting the orientation of the core of E. It is clear that this is an isotopy invariant. Since the I/,,-module of a 2-sphere with four points colored by p -2 has rank one, the equality shown in Fig. 9 holds. X E = <;;I:> ) ( = -AC"' ) ( (ii) The curve y also induces a Dehn twist t, in the extended mapping class group J?(C) (see Appendix B), and using the equation tei = piei (see 5.8), one finds that t&T) = L&(e)%.
But pf" = (-l)i (since AZP = -1). Hence, in End( V,,(X)), we have cp(Cxl) = t;*.
Proofof Theorem 1.6. We begin with a study of the action cp of T(C -I) on V,,(C). Note that q(u) may have order four, two, or one, according to the value of p.
The case p -1 mod 2. Then q(u) has order four. By Theorem 1.5, we have a natural isomorphism V,,(X) 5 V;(X) @ V,(C). If E is a framed link in (E -I) x I, we set q'(E) = ZMTCEj, where M'(E) = (): x I, I x I u E( -2)). One verifies that this induces an action cp' of I(C -1) on V;(C). (ii) One can show that the action of l-(X -1) on V;(X) is irreducible. The case p E Omod 4. Then cp(u) = -1, and the action of r(z -1) factors through an action r of I'(2 -1) = T(I: -l)/u2. Note that this group is the Heisenberg group associated to H1(C -1; Z/2) equipped with the mod2 intersection form. In particular, for dimensions of these submodules in the case where E = &, i.e. a closed surface of genus g 2 1 equipped with the empty link.
Recall that rank(I@,)) = d,(2p) = traceh,(Kg-l), where K = IT:," ei E I&,. (Here, as in Section 5, V&, stands for V,,(S 1 x S I).) If we identify C, with the boundary of a regular neighborhood of the graph G in Fig. 12 , a basis is given by all 2p-admissible colorings (4l,&, ...,lg-2,j l,...,jg-l,j;,...,j~-~ ) of G (with colors <p -1). For E E (0, l}, let @'(2p) be the number of 2p-admissible colorings (with colors < p -1) of G, for which the colors ji are even, and the color l,, has parity E. These colorings give a basis of a submodule I$@,) of I',,@,). If g = 1, we abbreviate I'!&) by I$. This is the submodule of I& generated by the ej, where j has parity E, or equivalently, the submodule It is well known [13] that two quadratic forms with the same Arf invariant are in the same orbit under the action of the diffeomorphism group of C,. Hence, the rank of I& (&,4) depends on q only through its Arf invariant. We set dr'(8k) = rank( l& (X,,, qs) ), where qE has Arf invariant E E (0, l}.
Similarly, any two nonzero mod 2 cohomology classes are in the same orbit under the action of the diffeomorphism group of C,. Hence, the rank of I&&,, h) is the same for all nonzero cohomology classes h E H '(Xg; Z/2). We denote this rank by dj"(8k -4), and let dr'(8k -4) be the rank of V,,_,(E,,O). This implies the formula for Arf invariant one. Dejinition (see Mitchell [27] ). Let k be a commutative ring. A k-algebroid (or a kcategory or a k-linear category) is a category A (which is supposed to be small, or, at least, to have a small skeleton) such that each morphism set is endowed with the structure of a k-module in such a way that the composition law is k-bilinear.
Remark. A k-algebroid with only one object is a k-algebra. For this reason, the morphisms of a k-algebroid A will be called elements of A.
Definition. Let A be a k-algebroid. A left A-module is a functor from A to the category of k-modules, such that the induced maps between the morphism sets are k-linear. A right A-module is a left A"P-module. If A' is another k-algebroid, a A x A'-bimodule is a functor from the category A x (A')Op to the category of k-modules.
Notation. For convenience, for objects a and b in a k-algebroid A, we will denote by ,,A* the k-module Hom,,(a, b) , and the composite Bo c( of two morphisms a E aAb and B E ,,A, will be written $I. Then the composition law is a map from aAt, OkbAc to pA,.
Similarly, if M is a left or right A-module and a is an object in A, the k-module M(a) will be denoted by 0 M or M,,. If M is a A x A'-bimodule, a is an object in A and b an object in A', the k-module M(a, b) will be written II Mb. If a is a morphism in a A* and u is an element in *M, the image of u by the map M(a) will be written au. Similar notation will be used for right modules and bi-modules.
Remark. If A is a k-algebroid, the category of left or right A-modules is an abelian category. It has almost all the properties of the category of modules over a ring or an algebra. The same holds for bimodules.
Dejinition. Let A be a k-algebroid. Let M be a right A-module and let N be a left A-module. The tensor product ofM with N is the k-module, denoted by M 0~ N, which is the quotient of the k-module where the sum runs over all objects in A (or, if A is not small, in a small skeleton of A), by the submodule generated by the relations If A is a k-algebroid, and (ui} are elements in A, we can define the two-sided ideal generated by these elements, i.e. the sub-bimodule of A generated by (ni}.
The following result is a key technical ingredient of this paper. Let A be a k-algebroid. Let {ai}ic, be a family of objects in A, and, for each i E I, let si be an idempotent in the algebra a,A,i. Denote by A the following k-algebroid.
The objects of A are the elements of the index set I, and the morphisms are defined by iAj = siaiA,,sj,
Let i E I, and let a be an object in A. Let E be the A x A-bimodule defined by i E, = Ei aiAa and let E' be the A x A-bimodule defined by .Ef = aAai~i.
THEOREM. Suppose that the idempotents si generate A as a two-sided ideal. Then the bimodule E 0~ E' is isomorphic to A and E' QA E is isomorphic to A. 
APPENDIX lk p, -STRUCTURES
For the relevant classical algebraic topology, see for instance [31] . A pi-structure up to homotopy is the analogue of a spin structure, where the second Stiefel-Whitney class w2 is replaced by the first Pontryagin class pi. For 3-manifolds, it is equivalent to Atiyah's "2-framings" [4] .
Dejnition. Let X be the homotopy fiber of the map pi : BO + K(Z,4) corresponding to the first Pontryagin class of the universal stable bundle y over BO. Let yx be the pull-back of y over X. A p,-structure on a manifold M is a fiber map from the stable tangent bundle of M, TM, to Yx.
Remark. (i) Such a structure induces a lifting of a classifying map of zy. Note that we did not say "homotopy class of map". This allows manifolds with pi-structure to be glued along parts of their boundary.
(ii) Notice that as we have just defined it, a pi-structure on M does not include an orientation of M. Hence, a pi-structure on an oriented manifold M canonically induces one on -M (the same manifold with opposite orientation).
(iii) There is an obvious notion of pl-surgery, that is, we demand that the trace of the surgery has a pi-structure. Notice, however, that if M2 is obtained from MI by (ordinary) surgery of index one or two, then every pi-structure on MI extends over the trace of the surgery (uniquely up to homotopy), and hence determines a pl-structure on M2 (uniquely defined up to homotopy). (Here [ W] denotes the fundamental class and ( , ) denotes evaluation of cohomology on homology.) By Hirzebruch's signature theorem, this number is independent of W. (This is equal to 3 times Aityah's (T [4] .)
The following facts are easily proven using obstruction theory.
PROPOSITION. (i)
The set of homotopy classes (rel. boundary) of pI-structures, on an oriented, compact, connected 3-manifold, is ajinely isomorphic to Z. Moreover, if the manifold is closed, then the map cr is such an a&e isomorphism.
(ii) On manifolds of dimension less than or equal to two, p,-structures are unique up to
